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Last February the CSS Platinum teamwere at the Superyacht Design Festival which would
have been the start of a season of events across the globe! Hopefully we will be back to
seeing our customers and partners soon, but in the meantime, some throwbacks photos!

In January Boat International asked us to contribute to an article on the IMO ISM Cyber
Security Regulations. We were delighted to help and feature in the most recent issue:

February edition: what a difference a
year makes!

Revealed:What the IMO's cyber
security requirements mean for superyachts
Boat International. January 2021

Is your yacht’s cyber security plan up to date? If you are the master or owner of a commercially registered (charter) yacht of 500 GT or more
in or visiting a US Port, the United States Coast Guard (USCG) maywant to see it. The USCG announced recently that it will start enforcing
the universal requirement for a cyber security plan from 1st January 2021 for all commercial yachts and ships over 500GT visiting US ports,
regardless of flag.

What does it mean? The IMO Resolution calls for documents and training regarding cyber security protection to be in place “no later than”
the date of the first annual Document of Compliance (DOC) check after the beginning of 2021. The USCG has said it, and a designated
Captain of the Port, has the authority to “spot check” vessels and will begin to screen for cyber security protocols from January 1, 2021.

A yacht’s captain may be asked questions about the yacht’s cyber security risk management and will need to show evidence that IMO 2021
regulations are being followed as part of the yacht’s safety plan. Theymay question if there have been any unusual behaviours of bridge
systems or communications and if so, what the crew did about it. If crew cannot produce a written plan as part of their ISM, the USCG can
enforce penalties up to detainment of the yacht for non-compliance.

What’s involved in cyber risk management? MikeWills, co-founder at cyber-security specialists, CSS Platinum recommends captains and
owners approach a reputable company to carry out an audit. “This audit should be conducted against an international standard framework
recognised as best practice. Our audit gives the yacht’s defences a red, amber or green status.”Wills added, “Consequently, the report
indicates the problems that need to be fixed immediately, accompanied by secondary or “orange” recommendations and lastly the
defences that are performing as they should.”

For the full article, or to learn about CSS Platinum IMO compliance package including IMOAudit visit https://cssplatinum.com

Although the International Maritime Organization (IMO) enacted the requirement that a
formal cyber security plan be included in a yacht’s International SafetyManagement (ISM)
Code effective from January 1, 2021, enforcement responsibilities were a bit cloudy, being
left to Flag States.

The USCG’s recent announcement makes the United States the first to announce it will get
serious about cyber security within its waters.
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A company's greatest strength and liability are their people. Crew and employees have a
trusted role, they ultimately form part of the family and have access to the internal working of
a vessel, the systems and sensitive information.

A criminal background check is limited due to the transient lifestyle of crew - moving from
country to country is standard due to the nature of the job.

A criminal background check will provide information around any criminal acts in the prospective employees’ country of birth but does not
cover time spent travelling and working in other countries.

Advancements in AI technologies and darkweb tools can now provide access to millions of data feeds across all layers of the internet.
These industry-leading tools investigate data across dark web marketplaces and forums, fraud checks, social media, and news feeds to
assess any risks.

CSS Platinum’s Crew Check delivers comprehensive background checks for the maritime industry using AI and dark web search tools. Learn
more here www.cssplatinum.com/crew-check

Do you conduct employee background & security checks?

The Google Threat Analysis Group has uncovered an on-going
cyber-criminal campaign that targeted individuals by creating
fake social media accounts and personas.

These socially engineered attacks targeted individuals who held
key security positions at key global organisations.

Individuals were lured into downloading a malicious payload. The
cybercriminals had socially engineered this situation by building
a credible social media presence. They then gained trust using
various methods like creating a fabricated security blog, before
inviting their targets to provide guest contributions or offering
themwork on projects to gain inside knowledge and
vulnerabilities.

Google uncover hacks targeting
social media accounts.

22%
Have had their online accounts

hacked at least once

$6Trillion
Is the amount cybercrime has

cost the world by 2021

$1 Trillion
Global spending on cybersecurity

between 2017 & 2021
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